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“

I can wholeheartedly
recommend Estate First
Lawyers. Kylie was very
professional and friendly
and explained any questions
or concerns I had. Shari was
very efficient and courteous
and it was a pleasure
dealing with them.

Karen K

“

We
made
our
appointment with Estate
First Lawyers and began a
journey of learning. Right
from the start, our lawyer,
Kylie,
was
friendly,
confident,
and
most
professional, putting us at
ease
and
really
personalizing what she was
explaining to our own
situation. Every situation is
unique and Kylie made us
feel unique.

Margaret G

associate.
Kylie is one of only forty-four Queensland Law Society Accredited
Specialists in Succession law and holds a Bachelor of Laws with
Honours from the University of Queensland and a Graduate Diploma
in Practical Legal Education and Training from the University of
Queensland.
Kylie is a member of the Society of Trusts and Estate Practitioners
and QLD Law Society.
Kylie has almost exclusively practiced in succession law from the
outset of her legal career, predominantly focusing on the area of
estate planning as well as estate administration.
Kylie aims to make this area of law accessible to all her clients,
clearing any misunderstandings to ensure that clients' affairs are
structured in the best way to ensure a smooth transition of wealth
from her clients to their intended beneficiaries, with the right Will and
the right structures supported by the right ancillary documentation.
She enjoys a challenge and likes to find suitable and sometimes
innovative solutions to the complex problems which our modern
society causes in estate planning, especially for blended families,
disabled and vulnerable beneficiaries and parents of young children.
Kylie also has a particular interest in taking the legal and technical
aspects of an estate administration out of clients' hands, so they can
focus on the important process of grief, while she ‘sorts everything
out'.
Kylie regularly presents on estate and succession-related topics to
lawyers, financial advisers and accountants, including the QLD Law
Society Succession Conference, the QLD Law Society Symposium
Conference and LexisNexis Professional Development.
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